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GLEN EIRA U3A INC.  Publication date: Monday, 27/2/18      Newsletter No. 114,  February, 2018 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 
Welcome to 2018 at Glen Eira U3A, with the year now well into 
its stride. 
At the end of last year the annual art show, displaying the 
extensive artistic talents of our members, and the end of the 
year choir concert provided the culmination of our very 
successful 2017 programs. 
The year ahead, 2018, will see a number of new programs and 
courses to extend our activities. The studio upgrade that has 
created the Pink Room and the Purple Room provides more 
flexible facilities for our growing number of classes, as well as 
providing upgraded equipment and technology. Our thanks go 
to Merv Barnett and Stephan Au, who oversaw the design and 
monitored the construction phase at every step over the holiday 
break. 
With several new courses added, our range of programs 
continues to expand and diversify adding to the range of variety 
on offer for practically all interests and tastes. Remember that,  
without the great input of our voluntary tutors, U3A could not 
function. 
Speaking of volunteers, and everyone at Glen Eira U3A is a 

volunteer, we are always looking for new volunteers for the 

seamless functioning of the front desk and back office. If you 

have some time to spare on a weekly or fortnightly basis, please 

let us know and you will be most welcome to join our 

enthusiastic and hard working team.  As for over two decades, 

during which time our U3A has grown and expanded, the year 

ahead will undoubtedly mark another year of progress, learning 

and social interaction for all of our members, tutors and 

volunteers. 

Garry Fabian,  President 
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ART JUDGE IMPRESSED BY CAMPUS 
FACILITIES ,  ART SHOW U3A 2017 
 
“You are lucky to have this space and I  hope that you 
are appreciative of your excellent work 
places.”  That was the view of  Mark Griffiths,  judge 
of  the end of year 2017 art exhibition  after inspecting 
the facilities where  the art students created the 150 
and more entries competing for awards.  “Sensitive 
work, surprising landscapes,  wonderful 
drawings,  high quality quilting and pottery,”  was how 
Mark summed up his view of the exhibition adding 
that all competitors should continue doing  such 
exceptional work as they had so much to offer. 
 
Introducing Mark, Secretary Del Stitz pointed to the 
heavy demand  from the active membership of 1200 at 
Glen Eira to join the 14 art classes.  In 2017 the 10 art 
tutors had 170 students and this year,  like last year,  
there is a waiting list.  Del announced her choice of the 
President’s Prize going to Anne Watts for her 
painting  “Gathering Storm”.     
 
Prize winners in  other categories are listed on page 5. 
 
The major sponsor, the City of Glen Eira,  made a 
substantial grant to cover the cost of advertising the 
exhibition in the Caulfield Glen Eira Leader together 
with  the cost of  promotional fliers and 
programs.  Golden Days FM Radio broadcast 
community service announcements promoting the 
event together with the end of year choir performance 
by the combined choirs of Glen Eira and Moorleigh 
bringing an end to the year’s activities.  
 
Bruce King, Publicity Co-ordinator 
 
 

 
DON’T FORGET 

TO WEAR YOUR NAME TAG IN EVERY CLASS 
If you haven’t already done so you should pick up your name 
tag from the reception desk. 
 
TO MARK THE ROLL AS SOON AS YOU ENTER 
YOUR CLASS    These are both legal requirements for your 
protection and safety. 
 
TO TURN OFF YOUR PHONE   A courtesy to your tutor 
and other class members. 
 
TUTORS please remind your class members about 
ALL of these requirements. 
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Please address all mail to; 
 PO Box 286, 
 Glen Huntly, 3163 
 
Office: 1151 Glenhuntly Road, 
    Glen Huntly, 3163 
 
Phone:  (03) 9572 0571 
 
E-mail: office@gleneirau3a.org.au 
 
Website:  www.gleneirau3a.org.au 
Office Hours:    Monday to Thursday, 9.30 am to 
3.00 pm:          Friday, 9.30 am to 12.30 pm 
 

COMMITTEE, 2017/18 
President:     Garry Fabian    
Vice President:   Maggie Moulds   
Secretary:   Del Stitz 
Treasurer:   Jo Brown 
Committee:  Stephen Au 
    Merv Barnett 
    Phillip Coleman 
    Elizabeth Goldberg 
    Ditta Libson 
    Fay Morris 
    Monique Nugent  
    Jack Edelman 
     
Course Co-ordinator:  Maggie Moulds  
Receptionist  
 Co-ordinator: Marian Dunstan    
Garden Co-ordinator:         Monique Nugent   
Events Co-ordinator:    
Newsletter Co-ordinator:  Heather Hudson 
      Email address: heathflo@iinet.net.au 
Publicity Co-ordinator:          Bruce King 

Dates to Remember 
 

U3A is closed on all public holidays: 
Labour Day: Monday, 12th March 
Easter:  Friday. 30th March to Monday, 2nd April 
Queen’s Birthday:  Monday, 11th June 
Last day of Semester 1:   Friday, 29th June 
Semester II commences:  Monday, 2nd July 
 
Daylight saving ends 1st April 
 
International Women’s Day:   Thursday, 8th March 
 

REMINDER RE PARKING 
 
Everyone should have a yellow 2018 Parking Permit ticket 
to display in their car whenever they park in any area of 
the car park. 
 
You can park against the U3A fence for as long as you like. 
 
In any other area of the Woolworths parking area you can 
only stay for 2 hours. 
 
If you need to stay longer than that, you can get a three hour 
parking ticket from the reception desk  which should be 
displayed in your car, then returned to the desk when you 
leave.  You have to sign for it. 
 
There are three parking lots against our fence 
reserved for office workers or tutors who need to 
stay for a lengthy time.    These people have special 
parking tickets which they will display.   Other 
members should not park in those areas even 
though they may be vacant. 
 

 
 COMBINED U3A RECORDER 

CONCERT 
 
The combined recorder ensembles of Moorleigh and 
Glen Eira U3A will be giving a concert on Sunday, 
17th June, 2018, at 3 pm, 
 
This is early notice so that you can put the date in 
your diary and plan to come along an enjoy the 
entertainment. 
 
More details later. 

HELP REQUIRED PLEASE 
 
The Tap Dancing class meets on Monday in a church 
hall.  The class is seeking an alternative venue.  If you are 
aware of any halls which have a wooden floor where tap 
dancing is allowed please let me know. It is preferred that 
the hall be in the Glen Eira area and that only a modest 
rental is required.  
course-co-ordinator@gleneirau3a.org.au  
or leave a message at reception at U3A.  
 
Maggie Moulds, 
Course Co-ordinator 

 
CHOIR CONCERT 

 
A choir concert will be held on Sunday, 24th June.   So 
June is promising to be a very musical month. 
 
Look out for further information about time later. 

mailto:course-co-ordinator@gleneirau3a.org.au
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 Feeling hot and stuffy? 
 
The mystery is now solved. 
 
Late last year we heard a few comments about rooms 
becoming hot and stuffy.  We heard it from tutors, we 
heard it in responses to our members’ satisfaction 
survey, and from committee members who found they 
needed to leave doors open to air the rooms at the end 
of each day. 
 
In response we sought advice from one air conditioning 
contractor who said it was clear our vents were not big 
enough to provide sufficient fresh air, even if they were 
going full pelt.  We then commissioned an expert who 
found that the heat exchange on the roof was no longer 
functioning as it should, and our vents are too small for 
the number of students using our rooms.  He advised us 
on the volume of fresh air required for each room. 
 
In December we issued a tender to three suppliers and 
have now engaged a supplier to install a new heat 
exchange and to improve ventilation. 
 
There will be a new heat exchange installed on the roof 
with the help of a crane.  The heat exchange will ensure 
that the fresh air coming into the building is kept at a 
more even temperature.  Additional vents will be 
installed in each room through the roof.  There will be 
no change to the air conditioners in each room which 
will still be used for heating and cooling as required. 
 
We are still scheduling the work, but we may do work 
on the roof first, and then install the additional ducts 
through the roof during the mid-year break.  There may 
be some noise and disruption for a time, but we will try 
to keep it to a minimum. 
 
So why did we encounter this problem?  After all, we are 
very lucky to have a purpose-built building that we have 
occupied since 2010.  Sourcing funds for the building 
and ensuring the cost was kept within budget was a 
challenging task.  Somewhere along the line, designs 
were changed, and windows that had been planned 
originally in the far wall of each class room, were 
removed from the plan.  Perhaps the design was not 
adjusted sufficiently.  However, our numbers have 
increased as well, which is why we now have limits on 
class sizes for each room. 
 
Please take care during the hot weather and use the 
room air conditioners as you require.  If you feel drowsy 
or the room seems stuffy, please open the door and 
move around or go outside for a break.  The ventilation 
issue will be resolved as quickly as we can. 
 
Please note that there is no issue with ventilation in the 
studio building.  New air conditioners have been 
installed and windows can be opened as required. 
 
Any questions can be directed to the secretary, Del Stitz. 

 
Del Stitz,  
Secretary 
 

OUR HISTORY 

Dan Phelan has prepared a comprehensive 

outline of the process that was gone through to 

acquire our present building.  Here is a précis 

of the synopsis of his paper which is published 

in full on our website:    gleneirau3a.inc., 

Resources, History of the Glen Eira U3A 

Building. We should all appreciate the efforts  

of everybody involved in the process of  

achieving our own premises, the only U3A that 

does have its own. 

In 2001, some 4 years after moving to the old Glen 
Huntly Lawn Bowling Club House, the Glen Eira U3A 
became concerned about its tenure.   The bowling club 
house was located on Vic Track land which was leased 
to the Glen Eira Council.    A couple of local MLCs, 
Helen Shardey and Rob Hudson, were supportive,  
then  the  re-elected Victorian Labor government was 
sympathetic to U3A concerns and directed the 
Community Support Fund to supply a grant of 
$850,000 but only if the  complete development of 
the site could be mortgage free, preventing the public 
land becoming private in the event of a mortgage 
default.    
 
Vic Track were against granting leases of their land to 
small organizations like the U3A so it was hoped that 
the Glen Eira City Council would become joint 
partners in purchasing and developing the site but the 
Council, although sympathetic, would not commit to 
any financial assistance.    There were two lots of Vic 
Track land in question which were to be sold by tender 
by Vic Track but that was a problem if the one of the 
lots was to be bought by a developer and blocked off 
from the block on which U3A was to be sited.  
Eventually Safeway became the purchaser of the block 
in question and agreed to reserve parking spaces at 
their boundary.   Finance was still a major problem. 
 
These and other problems were discussed over several 
years, requiring many meetings between GE U3A 
executive, various government and non government 
bodies, Vic Track,  until in 2007 Vic Track agreed to a 
90 year lease at a peppercorn rent of $104 pa.   The 
parking places were still a problem and took another 6 
months to resolve.   After further problems re design 
and finance, eventually by March 2009 a builder was 
approved and building commenced.   Our current 
building was ready for occupation late in 2009, some 
ten years after discussions and planning had begun. 
Editor 

from Dan Phelan’s paper. 

Tower: "TWA 2341, for noise abatement turn right 45 
degrees."  
TWA 2341: "Centre, we are at 35,000 feet.. How 
much noise can we make up here?"  
Tower: "Sir, have you ever heard the noise a 747 
makes when it hits a 727?" 
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TUTOR PROFILE 
STEPHEN AU 

 
Stephen Au was born and grew up in Hong Kong. 
Working as a structural engineer the opportunity to 
come to Australia presented itself in 1990, when he was 
recruited by the Northern Territory government to take 
up a position in his field in Darwin. He lived in the 
Northern Territory for 18 years, 12 years working for the 
government, and the next six years for a private 
company in his field. 
When his employer closed the Darwin operation he was 
offered a transfer to their Victorian branch, which also 
provided the opportunity to join his son and daughter 
who had settled in Melbourne at this time. After several 
years, he decided to retire, but he is still fully involved in 
many fields. 
Some five years ago, he joined U3A and, during his first 
year, enrolled in an art course as a student. After one 
year, the then tutor had to step down for family 
commitments, and Stephen became the tutor, a role he 
has very ably pursued over the last few years. He tutors 
in multimedia art, which provides him with the 
opportunity to cover a wide spectrum of work. 
“I always liked art, but becoming a tutor was quite a 
transition in the first year,” Stephen said. 
Discussing how he found the transition from tropical 
Darwin to cold Melbourne, “The first couple of years 
was a little challenging, but I soon got used to the 
Melbourne climate.” 
Stephen joined the U3A committee last year, and has 
made major contributions to the redesign of the studio, 
and is actively involved with forthcoming construction 
phase. His input and practical expertise is very much 
appreciated. 
His hobbies include bridge and painting.  He is a skilled 

handyman, applying his skills to repairing and 
improving facilities at our U3A. 

Garry Fabian, President 

 

A SHORT HISTORY OF OUR EARLY 
DAYS 

 
I have been invited to reflect on my experience of U3A 
since finding and joining the organization in the late 90s.  
I am rather proud to acknowledge that my member 
number is 4384. 
We were accommodated in what was the Glen Huntly 
Bowling Club on this site—the club was a sub-tenant of 
Glen Eira Council, which in turn leased the facility from 
Vic Track.   As we grew in numbers we anxiously sought 
our own tenancy but could not achieve it.   However,  we 
were thrilled when offered a portable class room by Mr 
Penhallurick and it was delivered on site.  (This is the 
studio which has recently been renovated.   Ed.) This 
small shed was the space for art, clay and leadlight 
classes. 
I’m not sure how I became secretary but I served two 
terms under three wonderful women presidents.   (Who 
did sign the nomination form nominating me?) 
However the decade 1998-2008 was an amazing 
experience working with many dedicated, skilled and 
enthusiastic people to achieve the wonderful facilities we 
have today.   Along the way we kept expanding in 
numbers and had to hire space at church and senior 
citizen facilities within the municipality.   The biggest 
year was 2009 when we had to vacate the site for the 
builder.   During this time we used: 
 
     Three class rooms at the home of Don and Marian          
 Dunstan; McKinnon Scout Hall for office  
 operations,  art and Perspective classes;  and 
 the  Glen Huntly tennis club rooms. 
 
Dan Phelan has dredged our records and produced a 
detailed record of the timeline, events and people 
culminating in our occupation here in 2010.   This 
document will be placed on our website and I urge you all 
to view it to understand the efforts undertaken by many 
people to achieve the facilities which we enjoy.  That was 
their contribution. 
There are three important contributions  each member 
should make to Glen Eira U3A—  respect, common sense 
and courtesy to all. 
 
Annette Clarke 
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 WI FI ACCESS 
 

Wi fi access is now available  in the 
studio in the pink and purple rooms.   
There is a sign displayed to help you 
log in. 

 
****************** 

Any issues, complaints, 
suggestions or bouquets? 

 
Glen Eira U3A is an organisation 
totally run by volunteers, for our 
members.  All our costs are covered 
by fees from members, unless we are 
fortunate enough to get a small grant 
from some other source. 
 
We are always happy to receive 
feedback, whether it is good, bad or 
indifferent. 
 
Every half day there is a different 
committee member on duty who 
would be happy to hear from you.  
Alternatively, you may like to send an 
email to : 
secretary@gleneirau3a.org.au .  
 
Of course, we may not be able to deal 
with everything immediately, but we 
are still happy to hear from you.  
 

******************* 
Interested to join the 

management committee? 
 
Our management committee meets 
monthly to plan the future of Glen 
Eira U3A, resolve issues and make 
decisions.  The committee comprises 
12 members and is elected at the 
Annual General Meeting in October 
each year.   
 
If you are thinking you may be 
interested at some time in the future, 
you would be welcome to attend a 
committee meeting one time as an 
observer to find out what goes on. 
 
Please email the secretary 
secretary@gleneirau3a.org.au  if you 
would like to have a discussion and 
explore attending a meeting as an 
observer. 
 
Del Stitz, 
Secretary 

A NEW COURSE STARTING  
 

1840-1914 Industrial Impact on Europe 
 

This course offers an historical understanding of the way in which the 
growth of industrial activity and power impacted Europe and the world 
between 1840 and 1914.  It will highlight places of change and development 
and the way this created social and political change. 
Tutor:   David Collier 
Starts: Tuesday, 20/3/2018 at 9.30am in the Red Room. 
 
Maggie Moulds, Course Co-ordinator 
Course Co-ordinator 

Tower: "Delta 351, you have traffic at 10 o'clock, 6 miles!"  
 
Delta 351: "Give us another hint! We have digital watches!" 
    *************** 

 
 A Cessna inbound at the reporting point over Manly Beach.  
 
Tower (Female voice): "Cessna WYXD, congestion at airport 
approach. I'm going to have to hold you over the Manly area."  
 
Cessna WYXD: "I love it when you talk dirty to me."  
  

mailto:secretary@gleneirau3a.org.au
mailto:secretary@gleneirau3a.org.au
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YOU CAN MAKE A SILK PURSE OUT OF 
A SOW’S EAR 

 
It was decided in early 2017 by Glen Eira U3A Committee 
to renovate the old prefabricated Studio building which 
was dilapidated, dirty and unpleasant to sit in during 
U3A classes. 
 
The nine committee members sat around a table (as 
committees do) to discuss what type of refurbishment it 
should be and if it would be feasible to divide one large 
room into two equally sized smaller rooms.  Would there 
be enough space for the two main classes that had been 
utilising it before? 
 
The courses we had to give main consideration to were 
the Clay Modelling and the Classical Music Appreciation 
Groups as they both had specific feature requirements.  
Numerous other course groups were also to be taken into 
consideration but they would just need space, tables and 
chairs and a whiteboard. 
 
Chatsworth Constructions were appointed to do the 
refurbishment and work commenced in early November. 
With just a few days break at year end the job was 
completed just minutes before term one started. 
Chatsworth’s workmen plied their trades with total 
professionalism and were a pleasure to deal with. 
 
The left room is named “The Purple Room”.  It has been 
fitted with all new TV and sound components.  
Commercial grade carpet was laid for our comfort.  There 
are three very interesting large photo-prints on the wall 
just to add interest to the décor. 
 
The right room is named “The Pink Room”.  This has 
been specially fitted out with vinyl floor tiles, and new 
steel cabinets and shelving.  A new sink and cupboards 
were installed for all the cleaning utensils and products. 
 
Modern dimmable LED lighting has been fitted to both 
rooms to give adequate illumination for the various 
course requirements. 
 
The committee are delighted with the outcome and hope 
many members will have an opportunity to enjoy our new 
facilities. 
 

Merv Barnett 
Committee Member        (See back page for photos) 

 

Course vacancies 
 

The following is a list of courses with vacancies, which I 
am sure the tutors would appreciate being filled in the 
not too distant future. So, if you have some spare time in 
your busy schedule, or have just returned from your trip 
around the world, please enrol in any of these courses by 
either logging in to the U3A website or ask one of our 
reception volunteers to assist you to enrol.    
www.gleneirau3a.org.au 
 
Course 8CRA02 - Glass Mosaics Tutor: Howard 
Arber  5 weeks from 9 April to 7 May, Monday 1.15-
3.00pm at Glenhuntly. There is a course fee of $15 for 
materials. 
 
Course 8CRA12A - Flower Arranging for everyone 
Tutor: Renee Meskin  4 weeks from 6 March to 27 
March, Tuesday 12.15-1.15pm at Glenhuntly. There is a 
course fee of $50 for the purchase of flowers. 
 
Course 8DAN01- Ballroom Dancing Tutors: Max 
Lismann & Brenda Meyer Weekly from February 7 to 
November 21, Wednesday 1.00-3.00pm at Carnegie 
Community Centre. 
 
Course 8EXE13- Qi Gong Tutor: Carmella 
Flescher Weekly from 8 February to 22 November 
Thursday 9.30-11.00am at Glenhuntly. 
 
Course 8GAM03- Bridge– Beginners Tutor: Dan 
Phelan Weekly from 6 February to 26 June Tuesday 
1.00-3.00pm at Glenhuntly. 
 
Course 8GAM07- Croquet – an easy introduction 
Tutor: Geoff Tennant 4 Weeks from 27 February  to 
20  March, Tuesday 1.00-2.30pm at Elsternwick Croquet 
Club. 
 
Course 8GAM17- Learn lawn bowls Tutor: Les 
Gerber 9 Weeks from 31 January to 28 March, 
Wednesday 2.00-4.00pm at Glen Eira McKinnon Bowls 
Club. 
 
Course 8HIS07- Writing a family history Tutor: 
Garry Fabian 8 Weeks from 9 April to 28 May, 
`Monday, 11.30-1.15pm at Glenhuntly. 
 
Course 8LANH05- The legend of Hebrew letters 
Tutor: Hanna Shevach 10 Weeks from 6 February to 
10 April, 10.00-11.30am at Carnegie Community Centre. 
 
Course 8LANS02–Spanish Conversation Tutor: 

George Luna Weekly from 6 February to 20 November, 

11.30-1.15pm at Glenhuntly. 

 
A student became lost during a solo cross-country flight. 
While attempting to locate the aircraft on radar, ATC 
asked, "What was your last known position?"  
 
Student: "When I was number one for take-off." 

http://www.gleneirau3a.org.au
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MY COUSIN JACK 
OR The Origins of U3A in Australia 

 
(This article was first published in New Horizons in 
March, 2007.   But I thought, in view of the historical 
theme of this newsletter that it might be worthwhile to 
print it again, in an abridged form.) 
                                 .................................... 
I was surprised when shown a picture of the founders of 
U3A in Victoria to see a photo of my cousin, Dr. Jack 
McDonell.  I thought our members might be interested in 
how he and others, Ann Whyte (Hawthorn Community 
Centre), Jill Thompson (Adult Education Association) and 
Cliff Picton (Council of the Ageing, Australia), went about 
setting up the organization in this state. 
 
New Horizons:  What convinced you of the need to start 
U3A in Victoria? 
 
Jack McDonell:  I was involved in the adult education as 
Director of the Centre for Continuing Education at Monash 
University and perceived a major gap in general provision 
of adult education.  I had read about the growth of the U3A 
movement which had started in France in 1972, and had an 
opportunity to visit one of the U3As in Paris while 
attending an international adult education conference in 
1982.   When I then went to England, I made contact with 
people in Cambridge who had been involved in the launch 
of the first UK U3A and discussed with them the difference 
between their model and the university-centred one of 
Europe.  The first U3A at Toulouse, France, grew out of a 
summer lecture series for retired people offered by a 
professor of the University of Toulouse in 1972. With my 
three other colleagues we set up a public meeting in 1984 
which led to the establishment of the first Australian U3A , 
the City of Melbourne U3A.   By the end of 1985 there were 
5 U3As operating in the Melbourne area and moves to 
establish others in other capital cities. 
 
N.H: What steps did you take to get the Victorian U3A 
started? 
 
J.McD:  We organized a public meeting held in the Council 
of Adult Education headquarters.   It was advertised 
through the CAE and about 60 people turned up.   We 
explained the U3A concept and the Cambridge model 
which was based on voluntary self-help groups rather than 
on institutional support.    
 
N.H: How did the first groups go about forming their 
units? 
 
J.McD:  In most cases people who attended a launch 
meeting were invited to become members of a planning 
committee and/or to offer to act as tutors for whatever 
subjects they wished.   So these were ‘self-appointed’ rather 
than elected groups.   It was felt that it was more urgent to 
capitalize on the enthusiasm for the concept to get a 
program going as quickly as p0ssible than to expend effort 
on process of drafting a constitution, electing a committee 
before preparing a program and offering it to members.   
 
N.H.:  From where did early U3As recruit their tutors? 
                                                                             
                                                                                                   Ctd.  

J.McD.:  From within their own membership.  That was 
one of the fundamental principles that we adopted—that, 
as far as possible, members should be both learners and 
teachers.   Outside speakers are occasionally recruited but 
I think this is the exception rather than the rule. 
 
N.H.:   How did various units go about finding premises? 
 
J.McD.:  Through patience, cunning and persistent 
lobbying.   The most common pattern was that of getting 
the ear of a sympathetic senior member of the staff of 
some organization in the neighbourhood—a local council, 
a learning centre, a school, a university, etc.   Many of the 
accommodation arrangements have fallen through when 
that sympathetic staff member has left.   The leasing of 
premises has become more common.. 
 
J.McDs last comment:   The growth of U3As in Victoria 
has been enormously assisted by the existence and efforts 
of the U3A Network, Victoria.  
 
Editor 
 

Is your computer male or female? 
 
A SPANISH teacher was explaining to her class that in 
Spanish, unlike English, nouns are designated as either 
masculine or feminine. 'house' for instance, is feminine: 
'la casa.  ''pencil,' however, is masculine: 'el lapiz.' 
A student asked, 'What gender is 'computer'? 
Instead of giving the answer, the teacher split the class 
into two groups, male and female, and asked them to 
decide for themselves whether computer should be a 
masculine or a feminine noun. Each group was asked to 
give four reasons for its recommendation. 
 
The men's group decided that 'computer' should 
definitely be of the feminine gender ('la computadora'), 
because: 
 
1. Only their creator understands their internal logic; 
2. The native language they use to communicate with 
other computers is incomprehensible to everyone else; 
3. Even the smallest mistakes are stored in long term 
memory for possible later retrieval; and 
4. As soon as you make a commitment to one, you find 
yourself spending half your pay check on accessories for 
it. 
 
The women's group, however, concluded that computers 
should be masculine ('el computador'), because: 
 
1. In order to do anything with them, you have to turn 
them on; 
2. They have a lot of data but still can't think for 
themselves; 
3. They are supposed to help you solve problems, but half 
the time they ARE the problem; and 
4. As soon as you commit to one, you realize that if you 
had waited a little longer, you could have gotten a better 
model. 
 
The women won! 
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         ART SHOW, U3A , 2017 
 

Patricia Walton was awarded the prize for 
Best in Show 

See pages  4 and 5 
 

Studio... Before  alterations,   during construction,  then the completed work in the Purple and Pink 
Rooms.   See page  6.      Photos—Merv Barnett.   Have a look for yourself. 


